
Education Level 12-14 years Define others   ______________

DIDACTIC OBJECTIVES 

Students learn how to use AR technology.
Students get to know the Solar system.
Student learn about the Solar system and its exploring
Students develop empathy and patience.
Students develop visual orientation.
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Explore the Universe - Solar system 

Assemblage consisting of the Sun.
Average star in the Milky Way Galaxy  and those bodies orbiting around it.
8 (formerly 9) planets with about 170 known planetary satellites (moons).
Countless asteroids, some with their own satellites.
Comets and other icy bodies.

Topic 1 - Activity 1.6 : New Planet 

OŠ Vižmarje Brod - Andreja Janša

AR Technology VR Technology _____________  Technology 
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ACTIVITY SCOPE 

ACTIVITY STATEMENT 

Students want to know some information about the other planets in our solar system as
well as about earth's moon. In this lesson, they will build on this knowledge as they research
one of the other planets in order to determine whether a manned mission to that planet
would be feasible. In the process, students will learn about the geology, composition, and
orbit of this planet. Students will determine such factors as: what it is like, whether or not it is
habitable, and how its orbit affects planning a trip. The lesson begins with a whole class
exercise in which students plan a trip to the moon. In addition to giving students a broader
knowledge of the moon, this exercise gives you an opportunity to model the steps that
students will take as they work in small groups to research and develop their own proposals. 

Solar System: 

Nearly 5 billion years old, the Solar System is made up of celestial bodies orbiting around the
central Sun and bounded to it by gravity. The celestial objects consist of eight planets, a handful
of so-called dwarf planets and its more than 170 Moons, gas, dust, thousands of comets and
asteroids. The eight planets are divided in four Inner Planets and four Outer Planets. The Inner
or terrestrial planets are Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars and are composed mainly of rock
and metal. The Outer Planets or Gas Giants are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. They are
composed mostly of hydrogen and helium and are considerably bigger than the terrestrials.
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ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

Windows to the Universe: The Earth's Moon 
Nine Planets: The Moon

Can you live on the moon?
What do you need to live on earth?

We talked about:
How would you get there? (This question may be more difficult. The point of this question is
to discuss the distance, orbit, and logistical planning involved in traveling to the moon.)
Can the shuttle leave at any time to get to the moon?
What does the moon's orbit have to do with the planning?
What about weather?

We do some preliminary research on the moon before the start of the lesson so we visited this
sites:

Note: These websites have been updated to reflect the change in Pluto's classification as a
dwarf planet, rather than a planet.

To begin the lesson,I ask students to imagine that they are planning an exploratory mission to
earth's moon. Brainstorm answers for the following:

I. Physical Features
Ea talked about what they think the moon is like. They may know the obvious; e.g., there are
craters on the moon, and the moon orbits earth. Prompt more responses by asking questions
about water, weather, and gravity.

II. Ability to Sustain Life
I asked students these questions:

Students should realize that these are the same things they will need to live anywhere. The list
should include basic needs such as food, water, shelter, oxygen, and possibly personal needs,
such as entertainment.

III. Flight Plan

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/tour.cgi?link=/earth/moons_and_rings.html&sn=0&cd=false&cdp=/windows3.html&art=ok&frp=/windows3.html&fr=f&tour=&sw=false&edu=mid
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/tour.cgi?link=/earth/moons_and_rings.html&sn=0&cd=false&cdp=/windows3.html&art=ok&frp=/windows3.html&fr=f&tour=&sw=false&edu=mid
http://nineplanets.org/luna.html


Galaxies: 
Galaxies are gigantic systems of stars and interstellar matter of dust and gas, dark matter, black
holes, quasars and all kinds of celestial bodies. They are typically consisted of several million or
trillion stars and stellar remnants, separated by millions of light years distance and
gravitationally bounded. Traditionally classified according to their shape, the most common
types of galaxies are the elliptical and the spiral galaxies.
Then we wached our Solar system and sing a song about it.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=solar+system+song
And the end we have done some selfies.
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RESOURCES 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=solar+system+song
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STUDENTS' EVALUATION 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=solar+system+song
Nasa selfies http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/spitzer15/nasa-selfies
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/scientist-for-a-day/2019-2020-topics/
https://cosmolearning.org/topics/solar-system/

SCALABILITY

We can change the tasks for any topic we want (eg. Learning about constellations, learning
about stars and satellites…). Each student can find any topic he is interested in and use AR
technology. Other graders can do these exercises.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=solar+system+song
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/spitzer15/nasa-selfies
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/scientist-for-a-day/2019-2020-topics/
https://cosmolearning.org/topics/solar-system/
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I can prepare more activities for different topics, work sheets, cross-curricular activities …

MORE INFORMATION 

FLOW CHART 

Talk about AR technology
Instructions
Talk / learn about the solar system
Plan a trip to the Moon.
Make astronaut selfies.
Use AR technology.
Evaluation.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

"This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This document reflects the views only of the author, and the
commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."


